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Abst ract - -We introduce a method of division of vectors to extend the definitions of de Bruijn 
graphs and Kautz graphs. Basic properties of extended e Bruijn graphs and extended Kautz graphs 
are given and finally several new results on isomorphic factorization of those graphs are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hypercubes, de Bruijn graphs, and Kautz graphs play an important role in computer networks 
as fundamental models. Several kinds of modifications or generalizations are given for those 
graphs [1-9]. Desirable properties of networks uitable for computer networks are listed as follows 
because of analyzability, maintainability, small transmission delay and reliability of networks: 
(1) uniformity like regularity 
(2) symmetry 
(3) small diameter 
(4) not small connectivity 
(5) extendibility 
(6) easy routing, and so on. 
Hypercubes, de Bruijn graphs and Kautz graphs have several of those properties, and in practice 
these graphs are used as fundamental models for computer networks. 
A unified point of view for those graphs is the vector system. Hypercubes are defined on 
n-dimensional (0,1) vectors, and de Bruijn graphs and Kautz graphs are defined on m-dimensional 
d-valued or (d+ 1)-valued vectors, respectively. The set of vertices is a set of vectors, and the set 
of edges is defined by some relation on the set of vectors. 
Whereas these graphs have nice properties, computer networks or other areas in computer 
science require more varieties including these graphs. 
Another point of view in this paper is the isomorphic factorization of graphs. Isomorphic 
factorization of graphs is extensively studied by Harary et al. [10-12]; where their main interests 
lie on the existence theorems, however, our results show the isomorphic factorizability of the 
newly defined graphs by de Bruijn graphs or by Kautz graphs. 
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A factorization of a graph G is a partition of the set of edges into disjoint sets. Each set of edges 
in a factorization of G corresponds to some spanning subgraph, called a factor. A factorization 
in which all of the factors are isomorphic to each other is called an isomorphic factovization. 
In this paper, we introduce a parenthesis system on the set of vectors to extend the classes of 
de Bruijn graphs and Kautz graphs, which provide fruitful classes of graphs applicable to many 
branches in computer science. 
2. VECTOR SYSTEM AND PARENTHESIS SYSTEM 
We consider a parenthesis system on a vector. For example, (al, a2(a3(a4, as))((a6, aT)(as)ag)) 
is a parenthesis system on a 9-dimensional vector. As is well known, any parenthesis system is 
represented by a tree. The above example is represented by the tree in Figure 1, where each 
element of the vector is assigned to a vertex of the tree. 
A a I ,122 
a8 
Figure 1. Tree representation f the vector. 
Let us assume that the vertex set V of a graph G = (V, E) is the set of n-dimensional vectors 
on d elements. Then the set E of edges is defined by some relation on the set of vectors or some 
correspondence from the set of vectors to itself. For example, the hypercube Qn is defined on 
n-dimensional (0,1) vectors and two vertices are joined by an edge if and only if corresponding 
vectors differ at just one position. Qn has 2 n vertices, n2 n-1 edges, degree n, diameter n, and 
connectivity n. The de Bruijn graph B(d, m) is defined on m-dimensional vectors on g elements. 
A vertex x = (x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xm) is joined to vertices of the form y -- (x2,x3,. . .  ,Xm,a) ,  where 
is any one of g elements. B(d, m) is a directed graph and has d m vertices, gm arcs, degree d, 
diameter m, and connectivity d -1 .  The Kautz graph K(d,  m) is defined on m-dimensional vectors 
on (g + 1) elements uch that neighboring elements are different. A vertex x = (xl, x2 , . . . ,  xm) 
is joined to any vertex y = ( x 2 , x 3 , . . . , xm , a ) , where ~ ~t xm. K ( d, m ) has ( d + l )d m-1 vertices, 
(d + 1)d m edges, degree d, diameter 1 if d = I and m if d ~ I, and connectivity d. Each vertex 
of these three graphs has the parenthesis system that is represented by a trivial tree, that is, the 
simplest ree. Here is our starting point. We can raise the following questions. 
(1) What graphs can be defined on general parenthesis systems? 
(2) How can we define rules to join edges? 
(3) How can we define the set of vertices on n-dimensional vectors? 
There may be many answers for these questions. Furthermore, we can add a question on the 
applicability of graphs defined on vector systems. 
(4) What properties hould be represented on these graphs for computer networks? 
In this paper, we will give an answer to the above questions as follows. We define the extended 
de Bruijn graph and the extended Kautz graph that have the tree in Figure 2 as the tree rep- 
resentation of parenthesis system, which have more flexible structure than de Bruijn and Kautz 
graphs, and this enables us to choose more suitable networks for prescribed requirements. 
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Figure 2. Star. 
3. EXTENDED DE BRUI JN  GRAPH 
3.1. D iv is ion  and  Type  of  a Vector  
The parenthesis system of Figure 2 with the property that every element belongs to inner paren- 
thesis corresponds to the division of vectors. Let (x 11,... ,  Xiql) (x21,. . . ,  x2q2) "'" (xpl,. . . ,  xnqp) 
be a division of the vector (Xl,...,Xm). Each part (Xiy,Xi2,...,X~q~) is called a block of the 
vector and qi is called the size of the block. When every block has size 1, the vector is said to 
be completely divided and the division is called the complete division. Hereafter, vectors are con- 
sidered to be divided in some way including the case of the nondivided vector. When a vector x 
has p blocks, let tx be the set of sizes of blocks of x, then t~ is called the type of z. Elements 
of tx are arranged in increasing order. Let the type of a vector y be tu. If tx = tu, then we say 
that x and y are of the same type. For example, a vector x = (x11, x12)(x21)(x31, x32, x33) is of 
type tx = {1,2, 3). 
3.2. Def in i t ion  of  Extended de Bru i jn  Graph  
The extended e Bruijn graph EB( d, m; ql, q2,.. . , qp) is defined as follows. The set of vertices 
is the set of m-dimensional vectors on d elements divided into p blocks of sizes ql,q2,... ,%, 
written in the form 
(X I I ,X l2 , . . .  ,Xlql ) (X21 ,X22, . . .  ,X2q2) ''" (Xpi,Xp2,... ,Xpqn) , (3.1) 
- ~=1 qi = m. A vertex of (3.1) is joined by arcs to all vertices of the where0<_x i j _<d 1, and P 
form 
(X12 , . . - ,  Xiql, O/1) (X22, • • • , X2q2, O/2) " " ' (Xp2,' ' ' ,  Xpqp, Olp), (3.2) 
where ai  (1 < i < p) is taken over {0, 1 , . . . ,  d - 1}. This means that the definition of B(d, m) 
is simultaneously applied to all blocks. If p = 1, that is, the vector is not divided, then 
Es(d,m; m) = B(d,m). 
Extended de Bruijn graph Es(d,m; ql, q2,. . . ,  %) has d m vertices, d m+n arcs, and is of out- 
degree d p and of in-degree dp. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Diameter ofEs(d,m; ql,q2,... ,%) is max{qi}. 
PROOF. From any vertex to any other vertex, we can travel by at most max qi shifts of a 
vector. Therefore, diam(Es(d, m; ql,q2,...,%)) <- max{qi}. Let u be a vertex which has the 
vector in which the maximum block consists of equal elements. Let v be another vertex in 
which the maximum block consists of other equal elements. Then any path from u to v is of 
length at least max{qi}. Therefore, diam(EB(d,m; ql,q2,... ,qp)) ~_ max{qi}. This proves the 
proposition. | 
From this property, we can construct many graphs of the same order and of the same degree 
but with different diameters. For example, if we divide an m-vector into two blocks, then we have 
extended e Bruijn graphs with diameters between [~ and m - 1. Furthermore, if we divide 
a vector into p blocks (p > 3), then we have several extended e Bruijn graphs with the same 
diameter. 
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Type of a divided vector is an important characteristic, and we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let EB1 (d, rn; ql, q2,.. . ,  qp) and EB2(d, m; rl, r2,...~ rp) be extended e Bruijn 
graphs of type tl and t2, respectively. I f  tl = t2, then EBl(d,m; ql,q2 . . . .  ,%) ~- EB2(d,m; 
r l , r2 , . . . , rp) .  
This theorem is a direct consequence of the definition and we omit the proof. By this theorem, 
extended e Bruijn graphs are denoted by EB(d, m; ql, q2,. . . ,  %), qi <<_ q~+l (1 < i < p -  1). 
3.3. S t ruc ture  of  Extended de Bru i jn  Graphs  
When vectors are not divided, the extended de Bruijn graph is the same as the de Bruijn 
graph. As another extremal case, we have the complete division of a vector. The flowered 
complete digraph is a directed graph with an arc for each ordered pair of vertices and a self-loop 




Figure 3. Flowered complete digraphs. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The completely divided extended e Bruijn graph EB(d, m; 1, 1 , . . . ,  1) is a 
flowered complete digraph FKd TM of order d 'n. 
PROOF. Since each vector is completely divided, each vertex is joined to every vertex including 
itself. Therefore, EB(d, m; 1, 1 , . . . ,  1) is a flowered complete digraph FKd,, of order dm. | 
From this proposition, we see that extended de Bruijn graphs constitute a class of graphs 
between the de Bruijn graph and a flowered complete digraph of order dm. In order to investi- 
gate the relation between two extended e Bruijn graphs, we define the refinement of extended 
de Bruijn graphs as follows. Division of a block of a divided vector into two blocks is called the 
minimal refinement, and the refinement is the repeated application of minimal refinements. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let E82 ( d, m; rl ,  r2 , . . .  , rp2 ) be an extended e Bruijn graph obtained from 
EB1 (d, m; ql, q2,.. . ,  qpl) by a refinement of the vector. Then EB2 (d, m; rl, r2, . . . ,  rp2 ) is called 
a refinement of EBI. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Es l (d ,m;  ql,q2,. . . ,qpl) be an extended e Bruijn graph and EB2(d,m; 
rl ,  r2 , . . .  ,rp2) be an extended e Bruijn graph obtained from EBI by refinement. Then EB2 is 
isomorphically factorized into d p~-p~ graphs isomorphic to EB, ( d, m; ql , q2, . . . , qp, ). 
PROOF. Since every refinement is realized by iteration of minimal refinements, that is, dividing a 
block into two blocks, it is sufficient o prove the theorem for a minimal refinement. Then we will 
assume that some block x~ of EB~ is divided into YjYj+I in EB2, where xi = (xil, x i2, . . . ,  xiq,), 
Yj = (Yjl,Yj2 . . . .  ,Yjrj) and Yj+I = (Yj+I 1,Yj+I 2, . . . ,Y j+l  rj+l), where rj + r j+l = qi. 
Since EB, and EB2 are defined on the same set of vectors, EBI is a spanning subgraph of EB2. 
Now, we define functions Bk : V(EB,)  --* V(EB2) (k = 1,...  ,d - 1) by j3k : . . .  (Yj l ,Yj2,.. .  ,Yjr~) 
(Yj+I 1,Yj+I 2 . . . . .  Yj+I r~+l)"'" --+ • . . (Y j l+k,  yj2+k . . . . .  yj~j_~÷k, yjr~+k)(yj+l 1,yj+l 2, . . . ,  
yj+l ~+~) where addition is under mod d. Then, a vertex x is joined to y in EB, if and only if 
~k(m) is joined to ~k(Y) in EB2. 
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Furthermore, those edges are disjoint. Therefore, /3k induces a subgraph of EB2 isomorphic 
to EBI. This shows that EB2 is a union of d edge disjoint spanning subgraphs isomorphic to EBI. 
For general cases, (P2 - Pl) times iteration of minimal refinements are required to obtain EB2 
from EBb. Therefore, EB2 is isomorphically factorized into d p2-p~ graphs isomorphic to EBb. | 
Figure 4 shows the isomorphic factorization of EB(2,4; I, 1,2) into 4 graphs isomorphic 
to B(2,4). Note that B(2,4) = EB(2,4;4). Figure 4a is equal to B(2,4). Figure 4b-d are 
obtained from 4a by defining appropriate 13k's. Arc sum of 4a-d gives EB(2, 4; 1, 1, 2). 
From Theorem 3.5, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.6. The flowered complete digraph FKd m of order d m is isomorphically factorized 
into d m-1 graphs isomorphic to the de Bruijn graph B(d, m). | 
This theorem is a new result and an addition to the list of isomorphic factorizations on directed 
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Figure 4. Factors of EB (2, 4; i, 1, 2) isomorphic to B(2, 4) (continued on next page). :. 
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4. EXTENDED KAUTZ GRAPH 
4.1.  Def in i t ion  
Extended Kautz graphs are defined similar to extended de Bruijn graphs. The extended 
Kautz graph Eg(d,m;  ql,q2,. . .  ,qp) has the set of vertices of m-vectors of type {ql,q2,. . .  ,qp} 
on {0, 1, . . .  ,d} such that any consecutive lements in each block are different. The condition 
for joining vertices is defined by simultaneous application of the condition for the Kautz graph 
to each block. The extended Kautz graph Eg(d,m;  ql ,q2,. . . ,qp) has dm-p(d + 1) p vertices, 
dm(d + 1) p arcs and is of out-degree d p and of in-degree dp. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let EK(d,m; ql,q2,. . .  ,qp) be an extended Kautz graph. If  d = p = 1, 
then diam(EK(1,m;m))  = 1. I [d= 1 and p >_ 2, then EK(1,m; ql ,q2,. . .  ,qp) is disconnected. 
I£d _> 2, there are two cases. I f  there are at least two blocks of size max{qi} or there/s a block 
of size max{qi} - 1, then diam(EK(d,m; ql,q2,. . .  ,qp)) = max{qi} + 1. 
Otherwise, diam( E K ( d, m; ql , q2 , . . . , qp  ) ) = max{qi}. 
PROOF. If d = 1, the results are immediate consequences of the definition. Let us assume 
that d > 2. It is clear that max{qi} + 1 shifts are sufficient for any transition from a vertex to any 
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other vertex and that there is a vertex which has a vertex with distance at least max{q~}. Now, 
we show that there are extended Kautz graphs having diameter max{qi} + i and/or max{q~}. 
When there are two blocks with size max{q~}, let those blocks be X 1 and x2, and q = max{qi}. 
Let us consider vertices v -- (x11,x12,...,Xlq) (x21,...,X2q)... and v' = (x~1,x~2 ,...,x~q) 
If x~1 = Xlq and we need at least (q-1) shifts to transit from (x11, x12, • • •, Xlq) to (Xll,X12,' ' ... , 
X~q), then (q - 1) or (q + 1) shifts are sufficient, since q shifts do not suffice because of x~1 # x~2. 
/ l If X~l # X2q and we need at least q shifts to transit from (x21, x22,..., X2q) to (x21 , x~2,... , x~q), 
then q or (q + 1) shifts are sufficient. To realize the transition from v to v f, simultaneous shifts 
are required, so (q + 1) shifts are necessary. Therefore, diameter is q + I = max{q~} + I. 
When there is a block of size max{qi} - 1, let the block of size max{qi} = q be xl and the block 
of size (q - 1) be x2. Let us consider vertices v = (Xll, x12,..., Xlq) (x21, x22,..., X2q-1)... and 
V'----" (X i l ,X i2 , . . .  Xlq)(Xt21,X/22,. X ! " = , -., 2q-1)'" • If x~11 Xiq and we need at least (q 1) shifts to 
transit from (x11, x12,. . . ,  Xlq) to (X~l, x~2,.. . ,  X~lq), then (q - 1) or (q + 1) shifts are sufficient. 
Also, if xr21 = X2q-1 and we need at least (q -  2) shifts to transit from (x21,x22,... ,x2q-1) to 
(X~l,X~2,... ,X~2q_l), then (q - 2), q or (q + 1) shifts are sufficient. 
To realize the transition from v to v ~, simultaneous shifts are required, and therefore the 
diameter is q + 1 = max{q~} + 1. 
In other cases, shifts of max{qi} times are sufficient for any transition, and therefore diameter 
is max{q~}. | 
If p = 1, that is, the vector is not divided, then invariants investigated in this section co- 
incide with those of the Kautz graph. Like extended e Bruijn graphs, diameters of extended 
Kautz graphs are controlled easily, and this enables us to choose adequate graphs for prescribed 
requirements. 
4.2. S t ructure  o f  Extended Kautz  Graphs  
In a similar way to extended e Bruijn graphs, we can investigate the relation between an 
extended Kautz graph and its refinement. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let EK1 ( d, m; ql, q2 . . . . .  qpl ) be an extended Kautz graph and E K2 ( d, m; rl ,  r2, 
. . . ,  rp2 ) a refinement of EKe. Then, EK2 is isomorphically factorized into (d + 1) p2-p~ graphs 
isomorphic to EK~ U dm-w(d  + 1)P~{(d + 1) p2-p~ - dP2-P~}KI . 
PROOF. Since every refinement is realized by iteration of minimal refinements, it is sufficient o 
prove the theorem to show the result for a minimal refinement. Then we will assume that 
some block xi of EK~ is divided into YjYj+I in EK2, where xi = (xi l ,xiu,. . . ,Xiq,),  yj = 
(Yjl,Yj2,... ,Yjr#) and Yj+I = (Yj+I 1,Yj+I 2,. . .  ,Yj+I rj+l), where rj + rj+l = qi. Now, EK~ 
and EK2 are defined on the different set of vectors, we define functions 7k : V(EK~ ) --* V(EK~), 
(k = 0, 1, . . .  ,d), by 7k : " ' "  (X i l ,X i2 , . . .  ,X i r~,X i r#+l , . . .  ,X iq , ) " "  ~ "'" (Xi l  ÷ k, xi2 ÷ k , . . .  ,X i r  ~ 
+ k)(xir#+~,..., Xiq,).. . ,  where addition is under mod(d + 1). Then, a vertex x is joined to y 
in EN~ if and only if "rk(Z) is joined to "r~(Y) in EK~. Furthermore, those edges are disjoint 
for different k. Therefore, "rk induces a subgraph isomorphic to EKe. This shows that EK2 is a 
union of (d + 1) edge disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to EK~. For general cases, (P2 -p l ) - t imes  
iteration of minimal refinements are required to obtain EK2 from EK~. Therefore, EK~ is iso- 
morphically factorized into (d + 1) p~-~ graphs isomorphic to EK1 U d m-p~ (d + 1) p~ {(d + 1) p2-pl 
- d w-w }K1. | 
In Figure 5, we show the isomorphic factorization of EK(2, 3; 1, 2) into 3 graphs isomorphic to 
K(2, 3) W 6K1. The arc sum of graphs of Figure 5a-c gives EN(2, 3; 1, 2). 
4.3. Cross Graph 
Before mentioning extended Kantz graphs on completely divided vectors, we define a new class 
of graphs. 
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Figure 5. Factors of EK(2, 3; 1, 2) isomorphic to K(2, 3) U 6K1 
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DEFINITION 4.3. The cross graph C(d, m) is a graph having a set of m-dimensional vectors on 
( d + 1) symbols as the set of vertices, and two vertices are joined by an edge if and only if 
corresponding vectors differ at every position. The directed cross graph DC(d,m) is a directed 
graph obtained from C( d, m) by replacing each edge by arcs of each direction. 
Examples of cross graphs and directed cross graphs are shown in Figure 6. 
Cross graph C(d, m) has (d + 1) m vertices, (1/2){d(d + 1)} m edges. Degree and diameter 
of C(d, m) are given as follows. If d = 1, C(1, m) is a union of 2 m-1 Ku's and is of degree 1, and 
is of diameter 1 if m = 1 and is disconnected if m > 2. If d > 2, then C(d, m) is of degree d TM 
and diameter 2. 
Now, we return to the extended Kautz graphs. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The extended Kautz graph on completely divided vectors EK (d, m; 1, 1 , . . . ,  1) 
is isomorphic to the directed cross graph DC(d, m). I I  
From Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.4, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. The directed cross graph DC( d, m) is isomorphically factorized into ( d + 1) m-1 
graphs isomorphic to g(d, m) U {(d + 1) m - dm-l(d + 1)}K1. it 
This result is also a new result on the isomorphic factorization of directed graphs. The cross 
graph is an extremal graph in the sense of the definition by which hypercubes are defined. Hence, 
Theorem 4.5 corresponds to Theorem 3.6 for de Bruijn graphs. 
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Figure 6. Directed cross graphs and cross graphs (continued on next page). 
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Figure 6. (continued) 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We introduced a notion to extend the definition of the de Bruijn graph and the Kautz graph, and 
investigated various properties. Our generalization ofde Bruijn graph and Kantz graph is different 
from the generalization by Du and Hwang [4], where generalization is based on congruence of 
integers. Diameter of a network is an important invariant because the transmission delay of a 
network depends on the diameter, and we can provide many networks of the same order and of 
the same degree but various diameters using our extension. 
We investigated the isomorphic factorization of extended e Bruijn graphs and extended Kautz 
graphs. Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.2 are general results which can be applied to algorithmic 
studies or reliability problems. Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 4.5 are new results for isomorphic 
factorization of directed graphs. 
For extended e Bruijn graphs and extended Kautz graphs, connectivity analysis is an impor- 
tant issue to study. 
We described in Section 2 the vector system and the parenthesis system and we used some 
special ease to extend the definitions of de Bruijn graphs and of Kautz graphs. We will point 
out that there can be many ways to apply the parenthesis system to graphs defined on vectors, 
which will provide nice methods to generalize well-known graphs. 
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